
Addendum to Submission of Professor Norelle Lickiss (4 January 2021) 

Singapore has particular links (notably, diplomatic and medical) with Tasmania. 

Dr Rosalie Shaw, whose name is a byword in connection with palliative care in SE Asian countries 

and the Pacific,  came as a medical student (UWA) in the late 70s to Hobart for a student 'elective' 

period, lasting some weeks. She, a former nurse, sought to study the prevailing practices within the  

cancer services regarding the care of patients with advanced disease, especially the application in 

Hobart of the work of British researchers and teachers such as Robert Twycross (mentioned 

elsewhere in my submission) : what is sometimes called 'palliative care' or 'palliative and supportive 

care' was an intrinsic part of integrated care of our patients and not separated out in any way. 

 A few years later Dr Shaw went to Singapore for several years to assist highly placed medical 

authorities, notably Dr Cynthia Goh, to develop exemplary palliative care services. Dr Goh soon 

became critical in leadership throughout the SE Asia region, notably through her long presidency of 

the Asian Pacific Hospice Network (AHPN). A  Singapore colleague, Dr Noreen Chan, undertook  

several years of specialist training in palliative medicine within the Sydney Institute of Palliative 

Medicine.  

I am aware that a few years ago Professor Goh, who has  visited Australia as key note speaker at 

major conferences, wrote to the Australian Federal Government  concerning the dire consequences 

in SE Asia of any weakening of the prohibition of euthanasia in Australia: I do not have a copy of that 

letter, and Professor Goh is unavailable at present. However I have received a communication from  

Dr Noreen Chan, now Head, Division of Palliative Care, National University Cancer Institute, 

Singapore.  I include some of that letter:  

I personally am very disturbed by the developments towards legalising PAS/VE or MAID (Medical Aid 
In Dying), and my of my colleagues would agree with me. There must be limits to autonomy, 
otherwise there would be anarchy; and while I  support the right to self-determination, I do not 
think society should change the laws to meet the desires of a small group of people.  

  
In Singapore, we have the Advance Medical Directive Act https://sso.agc.gov.sg/Act/AMDA1996 
which allows for withholding and withdrawing of "extraordinary life sustaining treatment" and is 
careful to add under section 17 
"  

Act permits only natural death and not euthanasia or abetment of suicide 

17.—(1)  Nothing in this Act shall authorise an act that causes or accelerates death 

as distinct from an act that permits the dying process to take its natural course.  

(2)  For the avoidance of doubt, it is hereby declared that nothing in this Act shall 

condone, authorise or approve abetment of suicide, mercy killing or euthanasia. 
 

  
In conclusion, and in the light of this information, it appears wise  for Tasmanian legislators to be  
aware  of the position taken by the Singapore Government. Tasmanian deliberations are being 
noted and decisions taken here will be consequential in the Region.    Norelle Lickiss 
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